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The The ‘‘ thirdthird missionmission ’’ pushpush

• European Charter for Researchers and Code of Conduct for the 
Recruitment of Researchers:
Researchers should ensure that their research activities are made 
known to society at large in such a way that they can be understood 
by non-specialists, thereby improving the public’s understanding of 
science. Direct engagement with the public will help researchers to 
better understand public interest in priorities for science and 
technology and also the public’s concerns (2005).

Public engagement describes the myriad of ways in which the 
activity and benefits of higher education and research can be shared 
with the public. Engagement is by definition a two-way process, 
involving interaction and listening, with the goal of generating mutual 
benefit. (NCCPE, UK)



http://www.publicengagement.ac.uk



Observa is an independent, non 
profit, legally recognized research 
centre set up in 2001, promoting 

the study and discussion of the 
interaction among science, 

technology and society, with the 
aim of stimulating dialogue among 

researchers, policy makers and 
citizens.

Information, Publications, News and Research Reports
www.observa.it

www.scienceinsociety.eu

www.scienceinsociety.eu



TrustworthinessTrustworthiness ofof science science 
information information sourcessources

Trend 2008-2012 (%; 2008: n=996; 2012: n=995).

Highly/quite
trustworthy

Little/Not
trustworthy

DK

2008 2012 2008 2012 2008 2012

Public lectures by researchers 65,4 72,4 19,8 23,2 14,8 4,4

Popular science magazines 66,8 72,2 18,8 23,1 14,4 4,7

Research institutions websites 47,9 66,4 21,1 20,8 31,0 12,8

TV science programmes 72,4 69,5 22,2 29,7 5,4 1,2

Researchers’ blogs 44,9 63,1 24,1 27,6 31,0 12,8

Newspapers’ S&T pages 55,4 55,2 35,2 40,4 9,4 4,4

Radio science programmes 42,9 48,1 23,6 35,0 33,5 16,9



MostMost trustworthytrustworthy web web sourcessources
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Web sources considered more credible to find information about current 
issues related to science and technology (%; 2010: n=985).
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Science and Science and technologytechnology in the in the 
mediamedia

Word cloud of 40 key terms in 2013



Information Information offeroffer vs. information vs. information demanddemand, in , in 
conncectionconncection withwith referendum on referendum on nuclearnuclear energyenergy ofof

13 giugno 201113 giugno 2011
((normalisednormalised valuesvalues, , janjan//junejune 2011)2011)

Sources: Observa/Smm; Google Stats.



Indicators of PE activities obtained from the surve yIndicators of PE activities obtained from the surve y
(da (da NeresiniNeresini --BucchiBucchi , 2011), 2011)



Distribution of research institutionsDistribution of research institutions ’’ PE performances on the basis of PE performances on the basis of 
absolute rating AR (range = 0absolute rating AR (range = 0 ––17; mean = 7.7; SD = 2.8) and relative 17; mean = 7.7; SD = 2.8) and relative 

rating RR (range = 0rating RR (range = 0 ––13; mean = 5.7; SD = 1.9)13; mean = 5.7; SD = 1.9)
(da (da NeresiniNeresini --BucchiBucchi , 2011), 2011)
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